The Muv-XL was inspired by a call for help from the medical community to improve cleaning
standards during the Covid-19 crisis. It is a portable sanitising device which uses four high-output UV-C lamps to emit powerful beams of ultraviolet light, quickly sterilising the air and all
visible surfaces in a room.

Key Benefits:
•

Hospital-grade sanitising technology.

•

Effective against viruses, bacteria, fungi and mould.

•

Easy to use.

•

Chemical-free.

•

Mobile: easily wheeled from room to room.

•

Accredited technology: awarded AIBF All-Star Innovative Product of the Year 2021.

How it works:
After cleaning, the Muv-XL is brought into the room, and the timer is set according to the room
size. A 2-minute countdown begins on the unit, giving the user time to leave the room, and the
unit then automatically begins sterilising all visible surfaces. The length of time it takes to sterilise a room will vary depending on the size of the room.
The MUV-XL can be stacked onto another unit, increasing the wattage in the room. The design
also allows it to sit on top of its cover to ensure the UVC light can reach every area of a room,
if necessary.

What is UV-c
High energy radiation
This light is absorbed by the Earth’s
ozone layer. UV-C is damaging to all
living things, making it a great steriliser.

UV-C

Direct exposure to UV-C radiation destroys the outer skin (the
protein coating) of all viruses. The breakdown in the DNA
structure renders a virus unable to reproduce or be transmitted.

Ultraviolet
Light

Medium energy radiation
UV-B can cause cancer. .

UV-B

Direct exposure to UV-C radiation
destroys the outer skin (the protein
coating) of all viruses.
This breakdown in the DNA structure
renders a virus unable to reproduce
or to be transmitted.

Low energy radiation
Causes minimum damage

UV-A
UV-C is proven to effectively kill bacteria and inactivate viruses that remain on surfaces or in the
air. It was first used in the 1930s, and has been used in hospital settings since.
Why use UV-C?
UV-C is an effective and reliable method of disinfection for any organisation. Key benefits include:
•

Chemical-free: there are no lingering residues after use, so no impact on peoples’
health or on the environment.

•

Combats viruses, bacteria, fungi and mould.

•

Minimal disruption and downtime: you can enter the room immediately once the
decontamination has been completed, so no need to wait or air out the room before it
can be used again.

Testimonials

“The UV steriliser has been a godsend in keeping us
safe. The steriliser gives reassurance to both staff and
patients with the added layer of airborne and bacte-

“The Muv-X has been a tremendous asset for us. We

rial sterilisation protection and not just in the era of

use it everywhere and it has given great reassurance to

Covid-19 but adds to that gold stamp of approval in

staff and guests alike”

clinical hygiene”

Daniel McCarthy

Josephine Redmond

General Manager, Clanard Court Hotel, Athy, Co. Kildare,

Managing Director, Specialist Screening Healthcare Ire-

Ireland

land, Beacon Hospital & Blackrock Clinic, Dublin, Ireland

which is best for you
MUV-Xh
Colour
High output UVC lamps
Panasonic MF timer relay
CE certified
65mm castors
Suspension on castors
Motion sensors
LED buzzer

Chrome

MUV-XL
Red

We are now taking orders for Muv-X units. Our customers so far include hotels, schools,
nursing homes, and retailers. For further information and pricing, please see:
Web: cwappliedtechnology.com/uv-steriliser
Sales: info@cwappliedtechnology.com
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